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The Elden Ring is a fantasy MMORPG. A Vast World Full of Excitement A vast world where open fields with a variety of situations and huge dungeons with complex and three-
dimensional designs are seamlessly connected. Create your Own Character In addition to customizing the appearance of your character, you can freely combine the weapons,
armor, and magic that you equip. You can develop your character according to your play style, such as increasing your muscle strength to become a strong warrior, or
mastering magic. An Epic Drama Born from a Myth A multilayered story told in fragments. An epic drama in which the various thoughts of the characters intersect in the Lands
Between. Unique Online Play that Loosely Connects You to Others In addition to multiplayer, where you can directly connect with other players and travel together, the game
supports a unique asynchronous online element that allows you to feel the presence of others. The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion. The latest Final Fantasy. Everquest II. These are the
games that brought the fantasy to the masses. The titles filled the gaming world with vivid heroes, limitless worlds, and many other features. In this genre, the graphics had
traditionally been impressive in vain. While this has changed, online games still lack the ability to fulfill the fantasy genre with a form of immersion that makes it seem as if the
game is happening in the real world. Therefore, we have provided a gaming engine capable of creating an interactive world that can be experienced on the console and
therefore create a realistic world filled with special details that can be interpreted as the real world. Though we are planning to release this game worldwide, it is our desire to
be as close as possible to the fans. Accordingly, we have formed a company, NEXON, with the intention of building the game by taking the hearts of the fans into account. The
Legend of Tarn The Legend of Tarn is a game based on the book of the same name, written by Syunji of ZeroSquare. The Legend of Tarn is the first novel in the franchise. Torz
Torz is a third-person RPG set in a distant future. It features a unique form of combat that is difficult to describe with words alone. Torz is a game that creates a grand story of
power and revenge and introduces a new interactive structure that will delight fans of the fantasy genre. The game will be updated every half a year.

Features Key:
A grand adventure An epic world that allows you to enjoy a variety of situations. A quest that leads you to new lands and opens the door to unknown threats.
A deep story. A multilayered story that depicts a world whose developments are connected in the Skies Between. A world full of rich details.
Online play A Land of Nations, where you can make friends and travel with others as you adventure.
Epic multiplayer Online play with other players and various events.
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Ashes. | || [cooldown] [costs] [applies to attacks] [dealt at the point of attack] [avoids critical damage] [resists attack] [all happens on the same turn]
[active if not resisted] [help effect] [adds resistance for next attack] [looks worse next attack - buy; [cost] dispels; [cost] resists] [looks worse next attack - buy; [cost] disables; [cost] resists; [cost] dispels]

[costs everything] [help effect] [adds cost; [cost] resistance] [swims] [adds resistances for defense; [cost] resists] [swims]

[swims up to [cost] health]
[buy immune to cost] [immune to cost]
[adds resistances to immune to cost; [cost] adds resistance]
[buy shadow / ice immune to cost] 

[buffs self]
[adds resistances to buff self]
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